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ABSTRACT 
Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE MRI) with following per-
fusion analysis is a powerful technique for measuring perfusion parameters. One of the 
possible techniques based on minimization of sum of squared differences between the 
measured dilution curve and the estimation according to the tracer kinetics with aaJW 
model (adiabatic approximation to the Johnson and Wilson model) is presented. The me-
thod is applied on time series of DCE MRI images of the heart to obtain perfusion maps of 
the myocardium.  

1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of perfusion imaging is to determine perfusion parameters of a tissue, which are 
useful for tissue functionality assessments, often in diagnosis of tumors, ischemia etc. The 
principle of perfusion imaging is based on the analysis of DCE data obtained by some im-
aging modality, e.g. MRI. DCE data are time series of images with different contrast re-
lated to the concentration of the contrast agent. The contrast agent is applied into vein and 
is distributed trough the blood stream to the whole body. This dynamic process is recorded. 
Observing some region of interest (ROI) in tomografical plane, dilution curves can be ob-
tained as a series of concentration values in time for each image pixel in ROI from the da-
taset. It is necessary that each image is registered to same reference image in the set, e.g. 
first time slice. After the concentration time curves are obtained, i.e. dilution curves, it is 
possible to extract information about perfusion of the tissue from them. This information 
(values of perfusion parameters) can create a perfusion map. For the comfortable genera-
tion of perfusion parameters a simply graphical interface was created.  

2. THEORY AND APPLICATION 

According to the theory of tracer kinetics, it is possible to model the dilution of the contrast 
agent as a linear system described by the equation [1]: 
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where CT(t) means tissue residue function (TRF), i.e. contrast-time curve measured in the 
observed ROI, F is plasma flow trough the capillary, CA(t) is contrast-time curve entering 



the observed region, also called arterial input function (AIF) and R(t) is the impulse residue 
function (IRF). * symbolizes convolution operator. 

If extracellular extravascular tracer (leaves capillary but does not diffuse into cells) such as 
Gd-DTPA is used and temporal resolution is sufficient [2], IRF can be modeled by aaJW 
model (adiabatic approximation to the Johnson and Wilson model) as [1, 3]: 
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where E is extraction fraction, Tc is the transit time trough the capillary and ve is fractional 
volume of the extravascular extracellular space. 

These parameters along with plasma flow F describe perfusion. The goal of the perfusion 
analysis is to extract them from the dilution curve. This is done by fitting of the model (1) 
to the measured TRF curves. Another interpretation of the process is a parametric deconvo-
lution. Here it is realized as a minimization of the penalty function based on the sum of 
squared differences (SSD): 
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where CT(t) is discretized measured TRF, )(~ tCT  is TRF estimate based on the model (1) 
and its current parameters (F, E, Tc, ve), n denotes discrete time samples. 

For the minimization (3) it is necessary to measure CT(n), which is a concentration-time 
curve measured in the observed voxel or small region of interest (i.e. average curve in the 
ROI) and the arterial input function. The AIF is usually measured in the artery feeding the 
observed ROI. In the case of myocardium investigation, it is possible to take it from the 
left ventricle (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: Image of the contrast agent concentration in the heart. LV – left ventricle, RV – 

right ventricle, Myo – myocardium. AIF, TRF – places of AIF/TRF curves in Figure 2 



 
Figure 2: Concentration time curves 

Characteristic curves of the concentration in part of the left ventricle and in one of the vox-
els in myocardium, i.e. AIF and TRF, are shown in Figure 2. 

The perfusion maps (Figure 4) were created by minimizing of the penalty function (3) for 
myocardium tissue. An example of the TRF estimate is shown in Figure 2. The values of 
the penalty function, which symbolizes the quality of TRF estimation, or similarity of 
measured TRF with the estimated TRF, can be seen on Figure 3. White represents areas, 
where the minimization algorithm did not converge to satisfactory solution. It can be seen 
in the area of right ventricle, because it was not excluded from investigated region due to 
its size in the image. This can be expected because the right ventricle is not a parenchymal 
tissue and the model (1) does not apply to it The values in neighboring white area (left in 
the image) are incorrectly estimated too, probably because of uncertainty in image registra-
tion. 

  
Figure 3: Values of penalty function. 



 
Figure 4: Perfusion maps of myocardium for basic perfusion parameters. Brightness 

represents values of perfusion parameters, F [ml/g min], E [-], Tc [min], ve [-]. 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

The paper presents perfusion analysis based on the aaJW model and the estimation of its 
parameters calculated as minimization of a SSD penalty function. For the comfortable es-
timation of perfusion parameters and generation of perfusion maps a simple graphical user 
interface was created. It allows listing in time slices of contrast agent concentration, select-
ing of AIF and regions for calculating of perfusion parameters on the level of voxels. The 
perfusion map was created for myocardium. Estimated parameter values are inside the in-
terval of usual physiological values for myocardium [4, 5]. Future work will be based on 
the analysis of more hearts and other tissues in comparison with the known tissue states as-
sessed by medical doctor. 
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